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This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone, iPad and Apple TV. Sharks are back in more and badder sequel Hungry Shark Evolution! Control the shark in a feeding frenzy and eat your way through many oceans feasting on everything from bite-sized fish and birds to delicious whales and unwitting people! The official game for Shark of the Week,
live every week as it is Shark of the Week! App number 1 on iPhone and iPad in more than 100 countries. THIS GAME only compatible with the iPhone 5 or later, iPad Mini 2 or later, iPad 3 or later, iPad Air or later and iPod 6th generation or later. 33 SPECIES OF SHARKSChoose from a range of sharks in 8 different sized tiers, including the ocean's most
iconic predator: The Great White! HUGE OPEN WORLDSExplore lush Pacific islands, frozen Arctic Ocean, exotic Arabian Sea, and now the South China Sea, a busy urban destination full of fresh, careless victims! FEAST FOR YOUR EYESExperience feeding frenzy in stunning console quality 3D graphics that will blow everything else out of the water!
SURVIVAL FROM HUNGRIESTIt'S eat or be eaten in waters packed with 100s of delicious and dangerous creatures... Whales, submarines and wandering locals BEWARE! SMASHING SHARK SWAGLevel up the shark and equip jaw-dropping gadgets to bite harder, swim faster and grow even hungrier! No shark is complete without headphones, umbrella
and freakin' jetpack! SUPER SKINSCustomize your predators with unique skins! These Rockin' looks not only to release the personality of your inner shark, but also to maximize your stats! MANIC MISSIONS - BADASS BOSSESTake on more than 20 different types of missions including high scores, prey hunting and epic boss fights! HELPFUL
PREDATORY PETSBaby sharks, whales, octopus, and even bald eagles are happy to help with special abilities to increase health, score and more! SUPERSIZED MEAL DEALUnleash The potential predator of your shark: SuperSize mode, rushes, explosion, hypnosis and more! EXTINCTION MODEAscend from the abyss to save the world from imminent
destruction. Get up on the challenge! Activate the abilities of Apex sharks and rampage across the ocean. Use facebook or Apple to synchronize progress on iOS devices. The Hungry World of Sharks is regularly updated with new features, content and challenges to keep you coming back again and again! This app contains In-App Shopping that allow you to
buy gems and gold currency that can be spent on upgrades and accessories. Gems, gold and pearls can also be collected in the game without requiring purchase. This game contains advertisements. Advertising is disabled if you make any purchases. This game contains a subscription that allows you to progress faster and access exclusive content! If you
don't decide to buy you can just keep using Hungry Shark World for free. How to play on Facebook for the latest news: news: us on Twitter @Hungry_Shark Instagram @hungrysharkOr Youtube: join our community! Facebook Feedback? Contact: support? Contact ://legal.ubi.com/termsofuse September 8, 2020 Version 4.0.6 - Correction Error: Squashing
Errors Across The Seven Seas! - More Jawsome updates swimming your way to you soon!! Ocean is your prey and you have to keep feeding in this deliciously goofy arcade romp. Rushing from food to food-fish, birds, hapless beachgoers-keeps the pace exhilarating, and gorgeous holiday environments for your eyes. Meanwhile, random hazards (mines,
pollution, big sharks) add an exciting sense of danger by reminding you that you are not the only predator in these waters. By far this is the best game I've ever played ! I love all the worlds of skins and in my opinion there is nothing wrong with playing !!! I've been playing for 2 weeks and it hasn't got old fish gems fun to look around and the sharks look
awesome! My favorite dark magic shark shark is so cool and I just got it!!! Also, the evolution is an amazing game too and the sharks look so real but so fake at the same time that it's really cool. Thanks for the free mako shark in the world and it has the coolest skin ever vampire very fast and deadly. Also, the games were so much fun and maybe one day you
can release a new game of hungry sharks with all the sharks and maybe a couple of new sharks. I think you have to make a flying shark that can breathe all sorts of things like water ice fire etc. Good work on the game and I can't wait for the next update !!! Besides, I had a different idea, you have to make a shark bomb that has a bomb for the head and eats
bombs and shoots them at people and helicopters when on a jetpack and it would be so great to see my idea in the game as well as I think the new map is a cool idea, maybe it could be on other planets like Mars and the Moon, which would be great, but I think a dark magic shark or baldr should have a warp powers like a shark. also try to put hungry shark
heroes in the App Store I really love this game, I think it's awesome and all you can eat is fun and I'm really good at the game too, but when I got killer whales and even when it got to full level it was tiny. So please make this shark/whale bigger, or at least make it smaller in store because it makes killer whales kinda seem like a rip-off. But despite the fact that
this shark/whale is not as intended, I still think it's one of the greatest games I've ever played. (Future) I just got a robo-shark and it's a bit weird. he doesn't eat mine, and when I got exploded alone, I had blood. I think the robo shark should have black oil for his blood, and maybe some gears came out? I also think when he's starving or health critical, he needs
to make a beep, like from a hungry shark evolution. I know it may seem like a lot, but I know that the robo shark is the newest, and it may have a few problems, but if you add it all to it, I'll be very happy. And also I read someone else's review and they said that some sharks can't be seen in the wild like robo sharks, basking sharks, zombie sharks, helicopters,
and all that. So maybe you can add a new map???? So many updates that I want and so much hard work to make it happen. But if you can make it happen, please, and I appreciate it a lot. Thank you. Developer Website Privacy Support Policy 1 4.0.0 145.75MB 1 3.9.2 142.45MB 1 3.7.0 128.99MB 1 3.7.0 130.85MB 1 3.6.4 125.4 1 3.6.0 125.94MB 1 3.5.0
121.8MB 1 3.4.0 118.37MB 1 3.3.11 122.32MB Rise through the food chain and level your jaw shark to bite harder, rise Swim faster and grow hungrier. Bring havoc to stunning places around the world, roam for free and find secret places or rare victims along the way. Discover new pet features, new super gadgets and accessories to equip and all new game
modes such as Mega Gold Rush, Super Shoss or Live Events. This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone, iPad and Apple TV. Sharks are back in more and badder sequel Hungry Shark Evolution! Control the shark in a feeding frenzy and eat your way through many oceans feasting on everything from bite-sized fish and birds to delicious whales
and unwitting people! The official game for Shark of the Week, live every week as it is Shark of the Week! App number 1 on iPhone and iPad in more than 100 countries. THIS GAME only compatible with the iPhone 5 or later, iPad Mini 2 or later, iPad 3 or later, iPad Air or later and iPod 6th generation or later. 33 SPECIES OF SHARKSChoose from a range
of sharks in 8 different sized tiers, including the ocean's most iconic predator: The Great White! HUGE OPEN WORLDSExplore lush Pacific islands, frozen Arctic Ocean, exotic Arabian Sea, and now the South China Sea, a busy urban destination full of fresh, careless victims! FEAST FOR YOUR EYESExperience feeding frenzy in stunning console quality
3D graphics that will blow everything else out of the water! SURVIVAL FROM HUNGRIESTIt'S eat or be eaten in waters packed with 100s of delicious and dangerous creatures... Whales, submarines and wandering locals BEWARE! SMASHING SHARK SWAGLevel up the shark and equip jaw-dropping gadgets to bite harder, swim faster and grow even
hungrier! No shark No headphones, umbrella and freakin's jetpack! SUPER SKINSCustomize your predators with unique skins! These Rockin' looks don't just release your inner shark shark but also maximize your stats! MANIC MISSIONS - BADASS BOSSESTake on more than 20 different types of missions including high scores, prey hunting and epic boss
fights! HELPFUL PREDATORY PETSBaby sharks, whales, octopus, and even bald eagles are happy to help with special abilities to increase health, score and more! SUPERSIZED MEAL DEALUnleash The potential predator of your shark: SuperSize mode, rushes, explosion, hypnosis and more! EXTINCTION MODEAscend from the abyss to save the world
from imminent destruction. Get up on the challenge! Activate the abilities of Apex sharks and rampage across the ocean. Use facebook or Apple to synchronize progress on iOS devices. The Hungry World of Sharks is regularly updated with new features, content and challenges to keep you coming back again and again! This app contains In-App Shopping
that allow you to buy gems and gold currency that can be spent on upgrades and accessories. Gems, gold and pearls can also be collected in the game without requiring purchase. This game contains advertisements. Advertising is disabled if you make any purchases. This game contains a subscription that allows you to progress faster and access exclusive
content! If you don't decide to buy a subscription, you can just continue to use Hungry Shark World for free. As a game on Facebook for the latest news: www.facebook.com/HungrySharkFollow us on Twitter @Hungry_Shark Instagram @hungrysharkOr Youtube: join our community! Facebook Feedback? Contact: support? Contact
://legal.ubi.com/termsofuse September 8, 2020 Version 4.0.6 - Correction Error: Squashing Errors Across The Seven Seas! - More Jawsome updates swimming your way to you soon!! Ocean is your prey and you have to keep feeding in this deliciously goofy arcade romp. Rushing from food to food-fish, birds, hapless beachgoers-keeps the pace exhilarating,
and gorgeous holiday environments for your eyes. Meanwhile, random hazards (mines, pollution, big sharks) add an exciting sense of danger by reminding you that you are not the only predator in these waters. By far this is the best game I've ever played ! I love all the worlds of skins and in my opinion there is nothing wrong with playing !!! I've been playing
for 2 weeks and it hasn't got old fish gems fun to look around and the sharks look awesome! My favorite dark magic shark shark is so cool and I just got it!!! Also, the evolution is an amazing game too and the sharks look so real so fake at the same time that it's really cool. Thanks for the free mako shark in the world and he has the coolest skin ever Vampire is
very fast and deadly. Also, the games were so much fun and maybe one day you can release a new game of hungry sharks with all the sharks and maybe a couple of new sharks. I think you have to make a flying shark that can breathe all sorts of things like water ice fire etc. Good work on the game and I can't wait for the next update !!! Besides, I had a
different idea, you have to make a shark bomb that has a bomb for the head and eats bombs and shoots them at people and helicopters when on a jetpack and it would be so great to see my idea in the game as well as I think the new map is a cool idea, maybe it could be on other planets like Mars and the Moon, which would be great, but I think a dark
magic shark or baldr should have a warp powers like a shark. also try to put hungry shark heroes in the App Store I really love this game, I think it's awesome and all you can eat is fun and I'm really good at the game too, but when I got killer whales and even when it got to full level it was tiny. So please make this shark/whale bigger, or at least make it smaller
in store because it makes killer whales kinda seem like a rip-off. But even though this shark/whale isn't as big as it was supposed to be, I still think it's one of the greatest games I've ever played. (Future) I just got a robo-shark and it's a bit weird. he didn't eat all the mines, and when I was blown up by one, I had blood. I think the robo shark should have black
oil for his blood, and maybe some gears came out? I also think when he's starving or health critical, he needs to make a beep, like from a hungry shark evolution. I know it may seem like a lot, but I know that the robo shark is the newest, and it may have a few problems, but if you add it all to it, I'll be very happy. And also I read someone else's review and they
said that some sharks can't be seen in the wild like robo sharks, basking sharks, zombie sharks, helicopters, and all that. So maybe you can add a new map???? So many updates that I want and so much hard work to make it happen. But if you can make it happen, please, and I appreciate it a lot. Thank you. Website developer app supports privacy policy
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